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Never Never Alone is a commissioned play written for St Aidan’s Anglican Girls’ 
School. An independent school in Brisbane, Queensland. 
CHARACTERS 

ALEXANDRA WILLOW: Aged 26. Home stay/ Barmaid. Hardworking. Lost. 
Headstrong. 

CLARA KITE:   Aged 26. A Journalist. Energetic. Hopeful. Bright. 

LARISSA RIVERS: Aged 26. A Detective. Powerful. A realist. Blunt.  

CLARA’S PARENTS 
MUM/ DIANE KITE:  Doctor. Middle aged. 
DAD/ ROBERT KITE: Doctor. Middle aged. 

LARISSA’S PARENTS 
DAD/ FRANK RIVERS:   Cop. Middle aged. 
MUM/ LEANNE RIVERS: Lawyer. Middle aged. 

GRANDMA- DOT: Aged 60- 70. Sole caregiver. Widow. Hard. Bitter. 
The original owner of the Hotel. 

JOHN MORTON: Father. Weathered. Drifter. Middle aged. 

NICK MUNRO:  Aged 27. Bartender/Backpacker. Wise. Dreamy. 
Headstrong.  

VERONICA:     Aged 50 - 60. Chinese. Funny. Gentle. Cheerful. 

TRACY: Aged 20. Triplet’s mother.  

CHORUS MEMBERS: 10 ACTORS. Ages13-17. 

THREE FEMALE 
BACKPACKERS: Part of the chorus. Ages 19-22. European. 

10-YEAR-OLD TRIPLETS: Three, females. 
16-YEAR-OLD TRIPLETS: Three, females. 
COUNTRY DOCTOR
COUNTRY NURSE
LOCALS
ADOPTION INSPECTORS X 3
EXTRA BACKPACKERS
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ACT ONE 
 
SCENE ONE 
 
[DOT, DIANE, ROBERT, FRANK, LEANNE, TRACY and JOHN address the 
audience. The cinematics reveal a dreamscape. Several ghostly, abstract 
images blur into each other as they speak.]  
 
DOT:      She’s always crying in her sleep and I wonder what it is in 

dreams, that can be worse than life?  
 
DIANE:   She screams for me. Her sobs continue…  
 
ROBERT:   I realise we have met somewhere in the middle… 
 
FRANK:   Both of us. [Pause]I am awake and terrified… 
 
LEANNE:    And terror reigns in her dreams… 
 
DOT:    We are both in the same place at the same time…  
 
JOHN:   Somewhere in the middle. 
 
TRACY:    In the same place. 
 
ALL:    At the same time. 
 

[The Lights fade and the PARENTS exit.] 
 

[LARISSA, ALEX and CLARA disperse live on stage. Aged 
sixteen. The cinematics reveal fragments of TRACY’S face; 
she reaches out. Mouthing words, we cannot hear, as the 
lights fade in.] 

 
LARISSA:  Some days it’s the open air that makes you wonder. The 

emptiness in your heart. It engulfs you. A moment when you 
think you remember. Something. Only ever in the shadows 
of each day when there is a quiet that even silences the wind. 

 
CLARA:  I have always dreamt of you in colour. I can taste and feel 

the colour. The colour of you.  
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ALEX:  She went into the desert with shoes and a backpack. Left her 
music behind. She walked until she found a magnificent, red 
rock, that spoke to her of her ancestors. That is where she 
sat and looked deeply into the sandy eye. It wasn’t until 
night’s cloak covered her, that she felt scared. A blanket of 
stars appeared one by one and she realised she knew 
nothing of the sky. So, she decided to create her own story. 

 
   BLACKOUT 
 
SCENE TWO 

 
[The cinematics reveal a star scape across the sky. LARISSA, 
CLARA and ALEX exit.  As the lights fade in, we see ten girls sitting 
around a fire burning. Three cinematic screens will be used 
throughout the show to develop the storyline.]  
 
[Gum trees are projected on screen one.]  
[‘The King Brown’ pub on the second screen.] 
[A deserted highway on the third screen.] 
 
[There are three independent set pieces that can be turned 
throughout the show to symbolise different settings.] 

 
G1:   We are the daughters of the moon.  
 
G2:   The daughters of Nyx. 
 
G1:   We are here, because girls can’t tell stories. 
 
G3:   No! They get the punch lines wrong. 
 
G4:   They are certainly, NOT funny. 
 
G5:   Not one bit. 
 
G1:   Except for maybe Julia Louis- Dreyfus. 
 
G2:   Who? 
 
G3:   Seinfeld. 
 
G6:  Elaine [She does the Elaine dance with her thumbs moving 

backward and her legs kicking.] 
 
G5:   Isn’t that show from the eighties? 
 
G7:   The nineties! 
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G8:   Retro. 
 
G4:   Nah way, can girls tell a good ghost story! 
 
ALL:   NAH YEAH! 
 
G9:   But girls can be scared right? 
 
G10:   They are the scare-diest lot. 
 
G1:   Is scare-diest a word? 
 
G10:   It is tonight! 
 
G2:   Coz men are the scary ones. 
 
G3   Ted Bundy. 
 
G5:   Jack the ripper. 
 
G7:   Charles Manson. 
 
G8:   Ivan Milat. 
 
G5:   Donald J... 
 
G4:   It’s genetics, right? 
 
G3:   It’s the jaw bone. Bigger. 
 
G6:   It's evolution. 
 
G7:   It’s the bigger mane. 
 
G8   It’s the killer instinct. 
 
G7:   It’s the prooooowl. 
 
G1:   It’s simply, nature. 
  
G9:   Girls like ponies and shit. 
 
G10:   Maybe not, ‘shit’. 
 
ALL:   NAH YEAH! 
 
G1:   Who’s first? 
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G2:   I’m taking the lead. 
 
G3:   Should we do some sort of rite of passage before we begin? 
 
G4:   Something filthy… 
 
G10:   Like howl at the moon. 
 
G1:   Filthier! 
 
G3:   All spit in the fire. 
 
G2:   Filthier! 
 
G4:  Get naked and rub our bodies in mud and ash, and feathers, and 

roll around in it. Like ALL up in it! 
 
ALL:   [Except for G4] Just spit in the fire.  
 
G4:   Yeah alright… 
 

[They all spit in the fire.] 
 
G10:   We need a mantle. 
 
G1:   What’s a mantle? 
 
G4:  Siri. [She takes her mobile phone out and raises it to the stars.  

Siri’s automated voice begins.] A mantle is a cloak or envelop. 
Heavy mists mantled the forest slope. Synonyms; cover, veil, 
cloak, curtain, screen, cloud. 

 
G3:   We get it. 
 
G2:   I came prepared. 
 

[G2 reveals a large, loose, sleeveless cloak.] 
 
   Made especially for women. 
 
G10:   NOT a woman! 
   

[G1O takes the mantle and puts it on.] 
 
G9:   Are you setting the scene? 
 
G1:   It’s happening! 
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G4:   Boom! 
 

 
[G10 spins in her mantle: torch under her chin. When she faces the 
audience, she drops a fistful of dirt into the fire and the sparks fly 
across as cinematic projections. Three female BACKPACKERS 
enter and watch the girls perform from a distance.] 

 
G9:   Too obvious. 
 
G10:   Get wrecked! 
 
G4:   Where is it set?  
 
G1:   Right here in the town of Darrimie!   
 
G5:   Really? Here? 
 
G7:   Well, we do have ghosts. 
 
G5:   Spirit sightings. 
 
G8:  And a desolate highway that runs through the town; where people 

go missing. 
 
G6:   All the time! 
 
G4:   And… never return. 
 
G6:   Mostly Swedish backpackers. 
 
G9:   And second generation, Age of Aquarius hippies from Byron Bay. 
 
G2:   Savage. 
 
G6:  On a quest to find themselves. Get back in touch with their spirit 

animal. 
 
G8:   Their spirit animal? 
 
G9:   Do they ever find it? 
 
G6:   Usually on the wall of a tattoo parlour! 
 
G1:   Or they just simply, vanish. 
 
G10:   Into thin air. 
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G2:   Like dust. 
 
G3:   Floating embers. 
 
G2:    You always have to go one better, don’t you!? 

 
G3:   I just thought it was a nice visual…floating embers. 
 
G7:   Costumes? 
 
G6:   Get the box. 
 
G8:   Era? 
 
G9:   The seventies! 
 
G7:   I always thought I would look banging in the seventies! 
 
G6:   Here [passes over the costume box.] 
 
G2:   So now we go back. 
 
G4:   In time. 
 

[All three screens reveal a drought ridden place.] 
 

[Screen one displays a hills hoist clothesline with clothes hanging 
on the line.] 
[The second screen moves to the inside of a beaten down hospital.] 
[The third screen reveals the exterior of ‘The King Brown’ pub.] 

 
G1.   A Hospital. 
 
G2:   Three babies are born. 
 
G3:   On the same night. 
 
G4:   Triplets.  

 
[Each screen reveals three different babies in hospital cribs.] 

 
G6:   A ghost like town.  
 

[TRACY moves across the three screens. A close up of her face, 
ghostly; faded, spooky.] 

 
G7:    Life all but dried up. 
 
G8:   A desert drought. 
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G3:   Of bristly flower. 
 
G10:   And leafless ghost gum. 
 
G9:   Not a time for infants. 
 
G8:   With life so insipid. 
 
G6:  Population of the town, thirty- three, if you count old man, Geoffrey 

Barker. 
 
G9:  Yeah, but he was on his way out. Nearly croaked at the pub 

chewing on a chicken parmy! 
 
G1:   Back to the original story. A small hospital.  
 
G3:   1974. 
 
G4:  In the criminal justice system, sexually based offences are 

considered especially heinous. 
 
G8:  In the town of Darrimie, the dedicated detectives who investigate 

these vicious felonies are members of an elite squad known as the… 
 
G1:   Just stick with the bloody story. 
 
G8:   [Does the Law and Order sound effect] Dang dang! 
 
G7:   The adoption inspectors.  

 
[Three ADOPTION INSPECTORS, enter the space, live on stage. 
They have clipboards and look official. Individually, they move in 
front of the projected images of the babies.] 

 
G6:   They inspect the tiny mesh trolleys. 
 
G7:   The thin plastic mattresses. 
 
G8:   Laden epoxy rims on steel. 
 
G7:   Three baby girls. 
 
ALL:   Sisters. 
 
G6:   With limbs kicking. 
 
G7:   Unbeknown. 
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G6:   Of the turmoil they will face. 
 
G5:  Those snooty inspectors, fixed themselves upon the three, cradled 

side by side. 
 
G10:   Clara, Larissa and Alexandra. 
 
G4:    Or at least that will be their names. 
 
G3:   When they are taken. 
 
G9:   From each other? 
 
G1:   Yes. 
 
G2:   Separated. 
 
G3:   Split. 
 
G4:   Severed. 
 
G6:   On the same night in a town sick with secrets and old grudges. 
 
ALL:              The 23rd of December.  

 
[The Cinematic screen reveals an old desk calendar  
turning to reveal the date ‘The 23rd of December, 1974’.] 

 
G7:   Their mum.  
 

[TRACY is revealed on screen in a hospital bed, she is exhausted. 
A DOCTOR and NURSE enter the stage to join the ADOPTION 
OFFICIALS, also with clipboards, gloves and surgery masks across 
their faces. They whisper to each other.] 

 
G2:   Tracy.  
 
G3:   Died during child birth.  
 
G8:   Her final wish was... 
 
G5:   Keep them together. In my final prayer. Just keep them together.   
 

[TRACY is seen on screen mouthing the words before she passes 
away.] 

            
G8:   They didn’t listen.  
 








